Building Team

Meeting on Tuesday, October 8, 5pm

present: Carol Gregor, Dan Huisjen, Barbara Peppey, Gail Vencill
(no leader had been designated)
Minutes of the previous meeting were reviewed.
Carol Gregor raised the ongoing issue of a safety/liability policy. Pros and cons of
having/needing a policy were discussed. Ralph Chapman has been asked to review the
Release and Waiver of Liability information from the Habitat for Humanity Safety
policy, Portland, ME. and present his suggestions to the team.
Priority project is to have the roof over the dining area shingled before winter. Dan will
contact David Vandiver about setting a date for the project and ask David who has
previously spoken to Matt Freedman about the project to connect with Matt again.
Gail, who is also on the Finance Team will ask at the Finance team meeting on Thursday,
October 10 about the availability of money to fund the project. To replace the entire roof
the cost is estimated to be $800-$1200. Repairing the area of leakage would be approx.
$400. After the finance team makes their decision Gail will call Carol Gregor with the
report. Carol will order the shingles from EBS. Gail will also ask the finance team about
the possibility of setting up at account at EBS, Ellsworth.
The pile of brush next to the building, resulting from work day meetings, needs to be
removed. After looking at several possibilities the team decided to announce that people
are welcomed (encouraged) to bring a truck or trailer and haul off the brush as a way to
assist with the disposal. Some people may be able to use some of the wood lengths or
burn brush in their own burn pile.
The Greenhouse Project has offered polycarbonate glazing material and trim to cover the
sanctuary's stain glass windows as a way of reducing heat loss and extending the life of
the windows. It was decided to ask Tom Adamo to order the materials and to also request
that he and Tony Ferrara from our Greenhouse Project ministry assist with the framing
and application process. Gail will contact Tom and Tony and also ask Tom to bring a
sample of the covering to the large group meeting scheduled for September 23 at 4pm,
RF.
Pat Wheeler asked the team to consider ways of displaying art for future programs. The
idea of mounting permanent display panels on the walls was rejected. The idea of
individual easels or making/renting/borrowing free standing walls often used for art
shows was discussed. Discussion to continue
Gail will present the building Team report to the large group meeting on Sept. 23
and will facilitate the next Building Team meeting on Wednesday, November 13, 5pm at
RF.
respectfully submitted, Gail Vencill, recorder for October 8 meeting.

